
Bereans Bible Institute 
Module XI – Revelation 

Lesson 60 – Epilogue Rev. 22:6-21 

 
I. Epilogue Chapter 22:6-21 

A. vs. 6 These words simply repeat what was stated in the prologue (Rev. 1:1-2) 

B. vs. 7 Jesus’ messenger who is speaking, quotes Jesus’ message: ‘Look! I am coming suddenly! 

Blessed is the one heeding the words of the prophecy of this book.’“  

C. vss. 8-9 Jesus’ messenger refuses John’s worship (compare Rev. 1:17) 

D. vss. 10-11 Revelation is not to be sealed as was Daniel (Dan. 8:26 & Dan. 9:24) 

E. vs. 12 Jesus applies prophecies concerning the LORD to Himself (Isa. 40:10 & 62:11). 

F. vs.13 Jesus applies God’s titles (Rev. 1:8; 21:5-6) to Himself as He also did in Rev. 1:11. This is 

also what the Messenger of YHVH repeatedly did in the OT. 

G. vss. 14-15 Those who wash their robes have right to the Tree of Life, but sinners are rejected. 

H. vs. 16 Jesus personally sent this messenger (the 7th messenger of the bowls) to John. 

I. vs. 16b  

1. “I am the Root and the Descendant of David,” 

a. Isa. 11:1 (branch, descendant) 

b. Isa. 11:10 (root) 

c. The answer to Jesus’ riddle in Matt. 22:41-46 

2. “the bright and morning star.” (2 Pet. 1:19 “And we have the prophetic word verified, to 

which you do well in heeding (like a lamp appearing in a dark place until the Day dawns and the 

morning star arises), The “morning star” arises on the Day of the Lord. 

a. The “sign of the Son of Man in the sky” (Matt. 24:30) 

b. On 10/02/2036, which is Tishri 10, Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement (the Day 

on which the Jubilee trumpet is to be blown every 50th year {Lev. 25:9-10}), the 

morning star (Venus {Jesus}) will be crowned by the brightest star (Regulus {King}) 

in the constellation Leo (the Lion of Judah). As viewed from Jerusalem, the “Day 

Star” will “arise” above the eastern horizon as 2:33am local time (00:33 GMT). 

Regulus will rise just behind Venus at 2:34am local time (00:34 GMT). The “Day 

dawns” (sunrise) is at 5:37am local time (03:37 GMT). Three hours later, at 8:37am 

Venus will pass just below Regulus so that they appear to completely merge to the 

naked eye. With 7x magnification, Regulus will appear to crown Venus. This 

phenomenon very well may be “the sign of the Son of Man” mentioned by Jesus. 

This “crowning,” will only be visible in Jerusalem if the sun is darkened according 

to Jesus’ statement in Matt. 24:29-31. (See image @ following link) 
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J. vs. 17 the holy Breath of God and the Bride give an invitation to all who are willing to come, 

the water of Life is free to all who will come. 

K. vss. 18-19 Severe warning for those who add to or take away from the prophecy of this book. 

L. vs. 20 Jesus’ final warning about His coming. 

M. vs. 21 John’s closing statement. 
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